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Let X be a complex Banach space. If 8: B(X)  B(X) is a surjective linear map
such that A and 8(A) have the same spectral radius for every A # B(X), then
8=c3 where 3 is either an algebra-automorphism or an antiautomorphism of
B(X) and c is a complex constant such that |c|=1.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
Over the past few years, there has been a considerable interest in linear
mappings on algebras of operators that preserve certain properties of
operators. In particular, a problem how to characterize linear maps that
preserve the spectrum of each operator has attracted the attention of many
mathematicians. In [6], Jafarian and Sourour proved that a surjective
linear spectrum-preserving map of B(X) onto B(Y), where X and Y are
Banach spaces, is either an algebra-isomorphism or an antiisomorphism.
A similar result for finite-dimensional spaces was obtained much earlier by
Marcus and Moyls [8]. Recently, Aupetit and Mouton [3] extended the
result of Jafarian and Sourour to primitive Banach algebras with minimal
ideals. We also mention a discussion of Kaplansky [7, Section 9] on
similar results.
In the present paper we consider a more general situation where a surjec-
tive linear map preserves the spectral radius of each operator. In order to
state our main result we fix some notation. Throughout, B(X) will denote
the algebra of all bounded linear operators on a complex Banach space X.
We write X $ for the dual of X and A$ for the adjoint of A # B(X). By r(A)
we denote the spectral radius of the operator A. It is our goal to prove the
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Theorem 1. Suppose that a surjective linear map 8: B(X)  B(X)
satisfies r(8(A))=r(A) for every A # B(X). Then there exist a complex
number c such that |c|=1 and either
(i) a bounded bijective linear operator T: X  X such that 8(A)=
cT AT&1 for every A # B(X); or
(ii) a bounded bijective linear operator T: X $  X such that 8(A)=
cT A$T&1 for every A # B(X). In this case X must be reflexive.
In particular, the theorem shows that 8 is continuous. This, however, is
not a new result (compare [2, Theorem 1]).
Let us outline briefly the proof of the theorem. Using Vesentini’s theorem
on subharmonity of the spectral radius [1, p. 9] we will show that 8
preserves nilpotents in both directions (that is, N # B(X) is nilpotent if and
only if 8(N) is nilpotent), so that we shall be in a position to apply the
following recent result of the second named author [11]:
Theorem 2. Let X be a nontrivial complex Banach space and B0(X) be
the linear span of all nilpotent operators in B(X). Suppose that a surjective
linear map 8: B0(X)  B0(X) preserves nilpotent operators in both direc-
tions. Then there exist a nonzero complex number d and either
(i) a bounded bijective linear operator T: X  X such that 8(A)=
dT AT&1 for every A # B0(X); or
(ii) a bounded bijective linear operator T: X $  X such that 8(A)=
dT A$T&1 for every A # B0(X). In this case X must be reflexive.
In general, B0(X) is a proper subspace of B(X). Namely, there exist
Banach spaces X such that B(X) has a nonzero multiplicative linear func-
tional [9, 12], whose kernel then obviously contains B0(X). On the other
hand, there are important examples of Banach spaces, for instance, infinite
dimensional Hilbert spaces [5, 10], satisfying B0(X)=B(X). For such
spaces Theorem 1 follows immediately from Theorem 2 and our observa-
tion that spectral radius preserving maps also preserve nilpotents. In
general, however, we still have some work to do. The rest of the proof is
based on an observation that under the additional assumption 8(I )=I the
map 8 preserves a certain ‘‘small part’’ of the spectrummore precisely,
?(8(A))=?(A) for every A # B(X) where ?(A) is the set of all numbers *
in the spectrum of A such that r(A)=|*|.
Proof of Theorem 1. The proof is broken up into a series of steps. We
begin with
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Step 1. 8 is injective.
Proof. Suppose that 8(A)=0 for some A{0. Pick x # X such that
y=Ax{0. Clearly, x and y are linearly independent for r(A)=0. Let V
be a topological complement of the linear span of [x, y] in X. Define
N # B(X) by Nx=Ny=x&y and Nv=0, v # V. Then N 2=0 and so
r(8(N))=0. On the other hand, (A+N)x=x yields r(8(N))=r(A+N)
1a contradiction.
Let us remark that Step 1 can be derived at once from a general theorem
on Banach algebras [1, Theorem 1, p. 23].
Step 2. 8(I )=cI, where c # C and |c|=1.
Proof. One first notices that it suffices to show that x and 8(I )x are
linearly dependent for every x # X. Suppose this is not true for some x # X.
Let W be a topological complement of the linear span of [x, 8(I )x] in X.
Define M # B(X ) by
Mx=2x&8(I )x,
M8(I )x=4x&28(I )x,
Mw=0, w # W.
As M 2=0, we have M=8(R) for some R # B(X) such that r(R)=0.
Whence r(I+R)=1, and therefore, r(8(I )+M )=1. But this contradicts
(8(I )+M )x=2x.
Obviously, there is no loss of generality in assuming c=1, and hence,
8(I )=I.
For A # B(X), we denote the spectrum of A by _(A), and let ?(A)=
[* # _(A) | r(A)=|*|].
Step 3. ?(8(A))=?(A) for every A # B(X).
Proof. Pick * # ?(A). Then we have
r(8(A)+*I )=r(A+*I )=|2*|=2r(A).
Therefore, there is : # _(8(A )) such that |:+*|=2 |*|. As r(8(A))=r(A),
we have |:||*|. But then :=*. Thus, * # _(8(A)) and |*|=r(8(A)),
so that * # ?(8(A)). This shows that ?(A)?(8(A)). Since 8&1 also
preserves the spectral radius, it follows that ?(A)=?(8(A)).
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Step 4. Let B # B(X) be such that Bk=0 for some k2. If A # B(X )
satisfies AQiA=0, i=0, 1, 2, ..., k&1, where Q=8(B), then
r(*Qk+AQk&1+QAQk&2+Q2AQk&3+ } } } +Qk&1A)=0
for every * # C.
Proof. We set B1=AQk&1+QAQk&2+ } } } +Qk&1A and B2=Qk. Since
r(A+*Q)k=r((A+*Q)k) and A 2=AQA=AQ2A= } } } =AQk&2A=0, it
follows that
r(A+*Q)k=|*| k&1 r(B1+*B2).
On the other hand,
r(A+*Q)k=r(8&1(A+*Q))k=r((8&1(A)+*B)k).
As Bk=0, this yields
r(A+*Q)k=r(A0+*A1+ } } } +*k&1Ak&1),
where
A0=8&1(A)k, A1=8&1(A)k&1 B+ } } } +B8&1(A)k&1,
..., Ak&1=Bk&18&1(A)+ } } } +8&1(A) Bk&1.
Thus we have showed that
|*|k&1 r(B1+*B2)=r(A0+*A1+ } } } +*k&1Ak&1).
Therefore, for |*|1 we have
r(B1+*B2)=|*|&k+1 r(A0+*A1+ } } } +*k&1Ak&1)
|*|&k+1 (&A0&+|*| &A1&+ } } } +|*|k&1 &Ak&1&)
&A0&+&A1&+ } } } +&Ak&1&.
On the other hand, for |*|1 we have
r(B1+*B2)&B1+*B2&&B1&+&B2&.
Thus we have proved that the function * [ r(B1+*B2) is bounded. As
it is a subharmonic function [1, Theore me 1, p. 9], it follows by the
Liouville theorem for subharmonic functions [1, Theore me 5, p. 166] that
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r(B1+*B2)=r(B1) for every * # C. Observing that B1 A=0 it is easy to see
that B21=Xk&2 AQ
k&2+Xk&3 AQk&3+ } } } +X0A for some Xi # B(X ),
and so B21 QA=B
2
1 A=0. This further implies that B
3
1 is of the form B
3
1=
Yk&3AQk&3+ } } } +Y0A for some Yi # B(X ), and consequently, B31Q
2A=
B31QA=B
3
1 A=0. Repeating this procedure one shows that B
k+1
1 =0. But
then r(B1+*B2)=0, * # C, as desired.
Step 5. If B # B(X ) and Bk=0 for some k2, then 8(B)2k&1=0.
Proof. Suppose that Q2k&1{0, where Q=8(B). As r(Q)=0, it follows
that p(Q){0 for every complex polynomial p of degree not exceeding
2k&1. Kaplansky’s theorem on local algebraic operators then tells us that
there is u # X such that the vectors u, Qu, Q2u, ..., Q2k&1u are linearly inde-
pendent. Therefore, Qk&1u  Z, the linear span of [u, Qu, ..., Qk&2u, Qku,
Qk+1u, ..., Q2k&2u, Q2k&1u&Qk&1u]. Whence there exists f # X$ such that
f (Z)=[0] and f (Qk&1u)=1. Thus,
f (u)=0, f (Qu)=0, ..., f (Qk&2u)=0, f (Qk&1u)=1,
f (Qku)=0, f (Qk+1u)=0, ..., f (Q2k&2u)=0, f (Q2k&1u)=1.
Set A=(u&Qku) f (by v g where v # X, g # X $, we, of course denote
the rank one operator on X given by (v g)(x)=g(x)v). Note that
AQiu=0 for i=0, 1, ..., k&2, while AQk&1u=u&Qku. Whence
(Qk+AQk&1+Q AQk&2+ } } } +Qk&1A)u=Qku+(u&Qku)=u,
so that
r(Qk+AQk&1+Q AQk&2+ } } } +Qk&1A)1.
However, for i=0, 1, ..., k&1 we have
AQiA=((u&Qku) f ) Qi((u&Qku) f )
=((u&Qku) f )((Qiu&Qk+iu) f )=0
for f (Qiu&Qk+iu)=0. Therefore, by Step 4 we must have
r(Qk+AQk&1+Q AQk&2+ } } } +Qk&1A)=0.
With this contradiction the proof of Step 5 is completed.
As 8&1 also preserves the spectral radius, we have in fact shown that 8
preserves nilpotents in both directions, and so Theorem 2 can be applied.
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Suppose first that the situation (i) in Theorem 2 occurs. In this case we
define ,: B(X )  B(X) by
,(A)=T&18(A)T.
If (ii) occurs, then X is reflexive. Thus, the natural embedding K: X  X"
is bijective. In this case we define , by
,(A)=K&1T $8(A)$ (T&1)$ K.
In either case , is a bijective linear mapping preserving the spectral radius,
and satisfying
,(I )=I, ,(N )=dN
for every nilpotent operator N # B(X ). Clearly, the theorem will be proved
by showing that d=1 and ,(A)=A for every A # B(X ).
Step 6. d=1 and ,(P)=P for every rank one projection P.
Proof. A rank one projection can be written as x f where f (x)=1.
Let us first show that y=,(x f )x and x are linearly depending. Suppose
this is not true. Then we have
,(x f )x=:x+z
where := f ( y) # C and 0{z # Ker f. Now pick g # X $ such that g(x)=0
and g(z)=1, and set w=,(x f )z. We have
w=;x+#z+u,
where ;= f (w), #= g(w) and u=w& f (w) x&g(w) z # Ker f & Ker g. Now
define
$=(2&:)(2&#)&;,
N=d&1[($x&u) g],
A=N+(x f ).
Clearly, N2=0, so that ,(N )=dN and ,(A)=,(x f )+dN. From
A3=A2 it follows that r(A)1this, however, contradicts the equality
,(A)((2&#) x+z)=2((2&#) x+z).
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Thus we have proved that for any x # X and f # X $ such that f (x)=1
there is *(x, f ) # C such that
,(x f )x=*(x, f )x.
Now pick x, y # X and f, g # X $ such that f (x)= g( y)=1 and f ( y)=
g(x)=0. The operators y f, x g and (x& g) ( f+ g) are nilpotents,
so that the identity
x f & y g= y f &x g+(x& y) ( f+ g)
yields
,(x f )&,( y g)=d(x f & y g).
(Note that we have actually proved the following: if P and Q are rank one
projections such that PQ=QP=0 then ,(P)&,(Q)=d(P&Q).) Applying
the last identity we get
,(x f ) y=*( y, g) y&dy.
Thus, we have shown that given a rank one projection x f and y # Ker f,
the vector ,(x f ) y lies in the linear span of [ y]. Consequently, the
restriction of ,(x f ) to Ker f is a scalar multiple of the identity.
We resume the arguments above in the following statement: For any
rank one projection P there exist *P , +P # C such that *P{+P and
,(P)=*PP++P(I&P).
Therefore, _(,(P))=[*P , +P]. Since ?(,(P))=?(P)=[1], it follows that
either *P=1 and |+P|<1 or +P=1 and |*P|<1. Next we have
[&1, 1]=?(I&2P)=?(I&2,(P))_(I&2,(P))=[1&2*P , 1&2+P],
and hence [&1, 1]=[1&2*P , 1&2+P]. But then one concludes that
either *P=0 or +P=0, that is, either ,(P)=P or ,(P)=I&P. Now let P
and Q be rank one projections satisfying PQ=QP=0. As observed above,
we then have ,(P)&,(Q)=d(P&Q). Whence it follows that either
,(P)=P, ,(Q)=Q and d=1 or ,(P)=I&P, ,(Q)=I&Q and d=&1.
However, in the latter case we have ,(P+Q)=2I&(P+Q). Assuming
that the dimension of X is greater of 2 we see that r(,(P+Q))=2, while
r(P+Q)=1a contradiction. The two dimensional case is easy to treat.
Anyway, the general finite dimensional case follows almost immediately
from [4].
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We complete the proof with
Step 7. ,(A)=A for every A # B(X ).
Proof. Suppose that Ax=x for some A # B(X ) and a nonzero x # X.
Given * # C, |*|>&A&, we then have (*I&A)&1 x=1(*&1)x. Pick f # X $
such that f (x)=1. Applying [6, Lemma 4] we see that * # _(A++(x f ))
if and only if +f ((*I&A)&1 x)=1, that is, *=1++. Thus, we have proved
that
_(A++(x f ))[* # C | |*|&A&] _ [1++].
Therefore, if |+|>&A&+1, then 1++ # ?(A++(x f ))=?(,(A)++(x f )),
so, in particular, 1++ # _(,(A)++(x f )). Applying [6, Lemma 4] again, it
follows that +f ((I++I&,(A))&1 x)=1. That is, +( f ((+I&(,(A)&I))&1 x))
=1, which can be written in the form
:

k=0
+&k f ((,(A)&I)k x)=1.
Whence f ((,(A)&I )x)=0, that is, f (,(A)x)=1.
Now suppose that g # X $ satisfies g(x)=0. Then ( f+ g)(x)=1 which
implies ( f+ g)(,(A) x)=1 and so g(,(A) x)=0. This shows that x and
,(A)x are linearly dependentin fact, ,(A)x=x for f (x)=1 and
f (,(A)x)=1.
Thus, we have shown that Ax=x implies ,(A)x=x. Now let y # X and
A # B(X ) be arbitrary. Set z=Ay and pick an operator F of rank one such
that Fy=y&z. Then, of course, ,(F )=F, and so (A+F ) y= y yields
(,(A)+F ) y=y, that is, ,(A) y=z. Thus, ,(A)=A. K
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